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The Integrated Visualization and Analysis Software (IVASTM), developed by CAMECA Instruments Inc.
offers a dedicated suite of tools to extract and analyze information from atom probe tomography (APT)
data. IVAS also serves a critical purpose in the conversion of raw experimental file-types (RHIT and
HITS), to user-readable file-types containing reconstructed APT data (POS and EPOS). It is this data that
underpins and informs a very active area of research in the development of novel computational analysis
procedures to extend the capabilities of APT [1-4] and enable new understandings in materials science
[5].
Traditionally, development of novel analysis procedures involves a complicated workflow between IVAS
and various other programs and programming languages. Critical steps in the workflow path generally
require some user input and the import/export of large data files, which often contains extraneous
information redundant to the applied analysis procedure. These inefficiencies result in a bottleneck in the
capacity to efficiently implement user-defined (third-party) developed codes and analysis procedures to
APT data, particularly for large-scale studies across many datasets.
To improve data analysis workflow, we are introducing the custom analysis node in IVAS 4 (Figure 1).
Here, custom analysis scripts for APT data can be imported, executed, visualized entirely within IVAS.
This improves the productivity of applied analysis procedures by reducing the level of required user
control and input along the workflow path. The IVAS interface is a command window with support for
analysis scripts written in C#. Other commonly used programming languages, such as Python and
MATLAB® can be executed through a prompt to the CMD terminal.
For codes written in C#, the ion data can be directly read as an object. For other languages, the relevant
information required by the custom script can be parsed through a new ‘APT’ file type. The APT file type
is a flexible and extensible file type that supports storage of any type of required APT data and metadata
including sparse data representation. As such, only the required information needs to be parsed into custom
analysis scripts, decreasing the read-time and memory requirements over the traditional EPOS and POS
file formats.
To enable the efficient application of both included and user-defined analysis procedures (constructed in
the custom-analysis node) to multiple datasets, IVAS 4 introduces the automation flowchart. This provides
the capability to construct and perform a complete workflow of repeatable analysis procedures from
unreconstructed data through visualization and generation of output data, defined through an intuitive
visual flow-chart. Although each analysis workflow can be entirely automated and applied to multiple
datasets, some critical steps may benefit from some degree of user input.
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In this work, we present multiple studies based on pure Al samples, Al alloys containing Er precipitates,
and finally steels containing Cu precipitates encompassing workflows that benefit from the custom
analysis, and automation features implemented within IVAS 4. We focus on the reduction of workflow
steps, to demonstrate the improvement of productivity and time-to-knowledge of applied analysis
procedures. The studies are outlined as follows:
1. A systematic analysis of the effect of acquisition conditions in both straight flight-path and
reflectron LEAP® instruments on the resolution of crystallographic planes in Al-based samples.
Requiring a reconstruction protocol [1] and spatial distribution map analysis [4] performed with
user-defined scripts executed within the custom analysis environment.
2. A workflow to apply user-defined clustering and precipitate analysis procedures [3] to multiple
datasets reconstructed within IVAS.
User-defined scripts are coded in both Python and MATLAB to illustrate the flexibility of the custom
analysis feature within IVAS 4.
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Figure 1. Draft specification for the custom analysis environment in IVAS 4. a. File explorer for saved
custom analysis processes b. C# command window to develop custom analysis scripts c. Inbuilt
dependencies available to use in custom analysis, as .NET assemblies.
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